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Influence of geminate structure on early Arabic templatic patterns 

Ghada Khattab and Jalal Al-Tamimi 

Newcastle University 

 

This paper reports on the early development of phonology during the one-word stage in five 

Lebanese children, paying particular attention to the influence of the adult phonology as well 

as to the children’s individual journeys towards adult-like patterns. The study contributes to 

two of the main aims of this volume: First, it shows that early word shapes by Lebanese-

speaking children do not follow a straightforward developmental track from simple to 

complex structures; rather, individual preferences in early productions and the frequency or 

prominence of particular structures in the adult phonology play a major role in shaping the 

phonological structure of words in the second year of life. Second, the study sheds more light 

on the so-called U-shaped curve in development whereby children may have accurate forms 

in their production at an early stage of development but later ‘regress’; in this study this is 

scrutinised from the point of view of the acquisition of phonological length in consonants and 

it is suggested that accurate forms before and after a ‘regression’ stage may be qualitatively 

different, with only the latter showing ‘real’ acquisition of adult-like phonological structure. 

 

14.1 The emergence of phonology and the role of cross-linguistic differences  

As shown by various contributions to this volume, children build their phonological 

knowledge from an initially small repertoire of words that may occur frequently in their 

input, attract their attention and contain sounds that are part of their babbling and early word 

practice; subsequently, their attempts at producing these words gain the attention of 

caregivers who potentially repeat the words to the children. The phonological structure of 

these words may influence the children’s subsequent selection of adult targets, as well as lead 

to adaptation of phonologically distant targets to that same structure, resulting in productive 

template use. The structure of words in the child’s own first lexicon, together with segmental 

and phonological patterns of the adult language, are jointly responsible for the shape of the 

templates and for individual differences in children’s templatic shapes (Vihman and Croft 

2007: 707). Below we unpick some of these seminal ideas and look at cross-linguistic effects 

on children’s early words. 

  

In a whole-word account, the child may group phonetically-related words together and 

acquire word shapes or word patterns as the basic units (Ferguson and Farewell 1975; Menn 

1983; Macken 1979). Children are typically highly variable in their word production in the 

early stages, suggesting a lack of command over individual sounds within these words and/or 

a lack of abstract categorical knowledge of the sounds within them (Vihman and Croft 2007: 

689). Adaptations of adult words to the child’s preferred templatic shapes reveals the 

relationship between groups of words in the child’s lexicon and offers a window into the way 

children deal with challenges with respect to particular sounds or sound sequences. Evidence 

for the emergence and development of templatic behaviour in a child’s lexicon includes: a) 

consistency of patterning in several of the child’s words produced over several sessions, b) 

occurrence of unusual phonological correspondences between adult and child forms due to 

the influence of the template and c) a sharp increase of words that fit the template (Vihman 

and Croft 2007: 694-5). More phoneme-like categorisation may appear, when re-organisation 

of word shapes and units takes place, though the child may still use some of the preferred 

sounds from their early prosodic units (Macken 1979: 34). 

 

While early words may be similar cross-linguistically, the phonology of each adult language 

– that is, the ambient language shapes – influence the first phonological templates that 
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emerge out of these shapes and that start to be applied to new words which are beyond the 

child’s range (Vihman and Croft 2007: 692). For instance, examples of English-speaking 

children’s templates include monosyllables with final nasals ([CVN]) or trochaic disyllables 

with child-specific consonant or vowel components, e.g. [C1VC2V], [CVjV], or 

[CVlowCVhigh] (Macken 1979; Priestly 1977; Vihman et al 1994). French-speaking children’s 

templates, on the other hand, tend to follow a language-specific prosodic shape, [ˌ (nˈ 

with a final stressed syllable, a counter-stress on the initial syllable, and up to two optional 

syllables in between (Wauquier & Yamaguchi this volume), e.g. [a-o] template as in [ato] for 

/bato/ ‘ship’; [afo] for /elefɑ/̃ ‘elephant’; and [abalɔ]̃ for /ɛ ̃balɔ/̃ ‘one balloon’. In Estonian, 

Vihman and Vihman (2011) find a C0Vi/jV template (where C0 represents an optional C), 

with a palatal medial glide that is more consistent than the initial C, which is often omitted. 

Note that while medial glides have been reported to occur as part of English templates as well 

(Priestly 1977), the prosody of each language influences the way other segments in the 

templatic structure are realised, as exemplified by the initial consonant omission in Estonian 

but not English. The prominence of medial position in Estonian has been discussed in studies 

on languages with a quantitative length distinction, where gemination may further attract the 

child’s attention to medial consonants at the expense of initial ones. These studies are 

discussed next. 

 

14.2 The role of geminate structure in shaping early words  

Waterson (1971: 181) suggests that in the early stages of production, the child may produce 

only those features of the adult target that they can perceive and easily reproduce. Long 

consonants fall into the category of sounds which must at the same time be salient in the 

input, due to their prominent duration (alongside non-durational cues, e.g. Al-Tamimi & 

Khattab 2011; forthcoming), and relatively easy to produce, since children’s early 

articulations are slow (e.g. Stoel-Gammon & Cooper 1984). While the child’s long phonetic 

durations in the early stages of production do not necessarily translate into contrastive 

acquisition of segmental length, that early practice must provide a stepping stone for later 

internalisation of length as a phonological feature. Whereas for languages like English the 

starting point for the child’s production pattern is often considered to be CV(CV), a 

phenomenon referred to as the ‘core syllable’ stage (Demuth 1995; Fee 1996; Fikkert 1994), 

children acquiring languages with quantitative medial contrasts have been shown to exhibit 

different early patterns. For instance, while English has a dominant trochaic pattern with a 

louder, higher-pitched first syllable, Finnish (which is also consistently trochaic) has many 

medial geminates which may be inherently salient for children, as mentioned above, and 

which may also attract their attention due to their frequency in child-directed speech, as can 

be seen from the relatively high number of medial geminates the children aim for and 

produce, regardless of target (Vihman and Velleman 2000).  

 

The prominence of the geminate structure in the language has led some researchers to suggest 

that CVC:V, rather than CV(CV), is the starting point for Finnish children. For example, 

Savinainen-Makkonen (2007: 346) looks at data from a Finnish child, Joel, between the ages 

of 1 and 1;6 and finds that the majority of his utterances (47 out of his first 50 words) have a 

disyllabic structure. Furthermore, it is medial gemination rather than stress that seems to 

govern what is deleted and what is retained in Finnish children’s production, who tend to 

omit initial consonants in trochaic shapes while showing more accurate production of medial 

consonants. Similar results are reported by Vihman and Velleman (2000), who were surprised 

to find that the second most common pattern in their Finnish data (after consonant harmony) 

was onset deletion (31%, both selected and adapted), a pattern considered to be a sign of 
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deviant phonology in English. Similar patterns have also been found for a child acquiring 

Hindi (Bhaya Nair 1991), where deletion of onsets is present in many disyllabic Hindi words 

with medial clusters or geminates.  

 

Finnish and Arabic share common phonological patterns in the adult language, including 

phonemic consonant and vowel length and rich morphophonology, leading to multisyllabic 

words being frequent in the input due to the addition of various suffixes to stems. One 

notable difference relates to the status of initial consonants, with the phonology of Arabic 

disallowing onsetless syllables (Watson 2002: 56). We were therefore interested to determine 

whether children acquiring Arabic show similar patterns to children acquiring Estonian, 

Finnish, Hindi, and other languages with gemination. What we found surprising was that, 

within the scarce literature on phonological development in Arabic, the acquisition of 

gemination has not been dealt with in any detail. In the next two sections we present an 

overview of relevant aspects of Arabic phonology before exploring findings from cross-

linguistic acquisition studies which challenge the Anglo-centric claims about the salience of 

initial consonants and the typical patterns of acquisition of syllable structures.  

 

14.3 Gemination and other relevant characteristics of Arabic phonology 

Arabic has a complex root-and-pattern (or non-concatenative) morphology (Watson 2002; 

McCarthy & Prince 1990ab). In Arabic linguistics this system is coincidentally also referred 

to as ‘templatic’ (although this usage should not be confused with the terminology used in 

this volume to refer to developmental processes). The stem of a content word in Arabic has 

three discontinuous morphemes:  

 

a) the consonantal root (e.g. k, t, b), which is the underlying lexical unit of the language 

that conveys semantic information (in the example here k, t, b relates to ‘writing’);  

b) the templatic pattern into which the consonantal root is inserted, adding morpho-

syntactic and phonological information to the root (e.g. the word pattern referred to by 

Arabic linguists as ‘faʕal’ expresses the past tense, whereby /f/, /ʕ/, and /l/ are 

placeholders for each of the consonants in the root, thus /ˈkatab/ ‘he wrote’);  

c) the interpolated vowels, which signal changes in voice (active or passive in verbs), 

agent relations in nouns derived from verbs, and singular-plural relations in nouns 

(e.g. /ˈkutib/ ‘it was written’; /ˈkaatib/ ‘writer’; /ˈkutub/ ‘books’).  

 

Whether Arabic speakers acquire and store whole stems or individual components of their 

lexicon (roots, templates, and melodies) is matter of debate (e.g. Boudelaa & Marslen-Wilson 

2001; 2004; Ravid 2002) and is beyond the scope of this study. What is of interest here is the 

wide range of resulting word shapes that Arabic-speaking children are exposed to, many with 

a final coda. Although a lot more work is needed on deriving frequency of occurrence of 

various templatic shapes in both the adult lexicon and child-directed speech, the three most 

commonly occurring shapes tend to be: 1) CVCV(C) for nouns (e.g. /ˈʒabal/ ‘mountain’; 

/ˈdawa/ ‘medicine’) or form I present perfect ‘faʕal’ verbs (e.g. /ˈdaras/ ‘he studied’; /ˈkatab/ 

‘he wrote’ etc.), 2) CVC:V(C) for form II causative ‘faʕʕal’ verbs (e.g. /ˈdarras/ ‘he taught’; 

/ˈkattab/ ‘he made someone write’ etc.) or nouns (e.g. /ˈbatˤtˤa/ ‘duck’), and 3) CV:CV(C) for 

nouns and form III active participles or nouns (e.g. /ˈwaadi/ ‘valley’; /ˈsaadid/ ‘having 

blocked’). Out of the ten triliteral verb templates in Arabic, form II with the geminate 

consonant is the most productive and the most common in modern Arabic dialects (Watson 
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2002: 134). Medial gemination is also used in the derivation of nouns of profession from 

form II verbs, resulting in an iambic CVC:ˈV:C shape, e.g. /xabˈba:z/ ‘baker’.  

 

In terms of syllable structure, disyllables are much more common than monosyllables, with 

nine out of the ten triliteral verb forms having a disyllabic structure and the majority of nouns 

having disyllabic or trisyllabic structure (Watson 2002; 134-165). The majority of disyllabic 

verbs have a trochaic stress pattern, while nouns can be iambic or trochaic. Arabic is also a 

quantity-sensitive language, with the mora playing an important role in syllable weight 

(McCarthy & Prince 1986; Hayes 1989). The minimal word is thought to be bimoraic, i.e. 

either consisting of a monosyllabic word with two vowels or a coda (CV: or CVC), or a 

disyllabic CVCV word (Broselow 1992; McCarthy & Prince 1986; 1990ab). Syllable types in 

Lebanese Arabic include: CV (in non-final position, e.g. /ˈʔalam/ ‘pen’); CVC (e.g. /sin/ 

‘tooth’); CV: (e.g. /laa/ ‘no’); CV:C (e.g. /be:b/ ‘door’); CVCC (e.g. /nahr/ ‘river’); CV:CC 

(e.g. /ʕaamm/ ‘public’) (Khattab 2007; Nasr 1960; 1966; Obrecht 1968). CV is light and does 

not occur in monosyllabic words; CVC and CV: are heavy; CV:C, CVCC, and CV:CC are 

superheavy. Gemination and vowel length are two main characteristics of syllable structure, 

and their weight is unaffected by syllable position. Each vowel or geminate consonant has 

one mora, while singleton consonants acquire weight by position, with onset consonants 

being weightless and final consonants extra-metrical (Watson 2002: 54). 

 

At the segmental level, all Arabic consonants can be geminated, which for Lebanese Arabic 

means at least 28 consonants (Table 14.1). Many disyllabic French loan words are also 

pronounced with a long medial consonant in the French accent in Lebanon (e.g. tape /ˈtapə/ 

[ˈtappø] ‘clap’; papa /paˈpa/ [papˈpa] ‘daddy’, etc.), contributing to the high frequency of 

words with long medial consonants in the adult phonology. Vowel length is also contrastive, 

with the following impressionistic set for LA (there are no experimental studies of LA 

vowels): /iː, ɪ, eː, e, æː, æ, ɑː, ɑ, uː, ʊ, oː, o, æɪ, æʊ/. Geminate consonants are about twice as 

long as their singleton counterparts, and the same applies to phonologically long vowels in 

comparison to short ones (Khattab 2007; Khattab & Al-Tamimi 2008; forthcoming). Non-

durational cues also play a secondary role in the singleton-geminate contrast (Al-Tamimi & 

Khattab 2011; forthcoming). 

 

Table 14.1: Consonant inventory of Lebanese Arabic (adapted from Khattab 2007) 

 Bilabial  Labio-

dental  

Dental-

alveolar  

Post- 

alveolar  

Palatal  Velar  Uvular  Pharyngeal  Glottal  

Plosive (p) b   t d  
tˁ dˁ 

  k (ɡ)  (q)  ʔ 

Nasal m    n       
Trill   r       
Tap   ɾ       
Fricative  f (v)  s z  

sˁ zˁ  
ʃ ʒ   x ɣ  ħ ʕ h 

Approximant 

(+ lat. app) 
w 
(lab-vel.) 

 l lˁ  j     

Note: Three of the sounds in brackets occur only in loan words (/p/, /v/, and /ɡ/), while /q/ is normally realised as [ʔ] in most 

Lebanese dialects but retained as [q] by the Druze community and in the Standard variety. 
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14.4 Studies on the acquisition of Arabic 

Given that exposure to frequent prosodic structures in a language may explain earlier 

acquisition of these structures in that language, the properties of Arabic prosodic structure 

described above suggest the following predictions: Arabic-speaking children may: a) produce 

disyllables early in the acquisition process; b) show coda production early; and c) acquire 

gemination and complex syllables early. These patterns can indeed be found in the data from 

studies on the acquisition of Arabic phonology, but they are seldom highlighted or discussed 

in any detail, perhaps because it is difficult to reconcile these results with the often assumed 

universal sequence of syllable structure acquisition. Moreover, most studies on phonological 

acquisition in Arabic, whether large-scale cross-sectional or small and longitudinal, have 

mostly looked at the order of acquisition of consonants and the phonological processes 

exhibited by Arabic-speaking children (e.g. Amayreh, & Dyson 1998; Ammar & Morsi 2006; 

Dyson & Amayreh 2000; Saleh, Shoeib, Hegazi, & Ali 2007; Shahin 1995; 2003), though 

more recent studies have looked at syllable structure as well (e.g. Abdoh 2011; Ammar 2002; 

Salem 2000). Here we review relevant findings from some of these studies. 

 

In two studies looking at the acquisition of Jordanian Arabic consonants by children aged 2;0 

to 6;4 (across the two studies), Amayreh and Dyson (1998) and Dyson and Amayreh (2000) 

found that medial consonants are much more accurate than initial and final consonants, with 

no significant difference between initial and final position. The authors wondered whether 

this result was influenced by the stress pattern in the words they elicited (Amayreh and 

Dyson 1998: 651), but a look at the word list in their appendix shows a balanced number of 

iambic and trochaic stress patterns. In a parallel study on Egyptian children aged 1;0 to 2;6, 

using naturalistic data, Saleh et al (2007) surprisingly found final position the most accurate 

in terms of consonant realisation, followed by medial and lastly initial position, which 

showed the highest degree of errors in production (substitutions and deletions). This was 

echoed in a study on the acquisition of consonants in all word positions in 21 Palestinian 

children aged 1;4 to 2;10 by Shahin (2003), who notes that final codas were highly accurate 

(Shahin adopts a phonologically-driven explanation, suggesting that final codas are 

representationally onsets, see Harris & Gussman 1998). Out of all four word positions, initial, 

medial onsets, and final codas were deemed to be acquired early by the children, while 

medial codas were acquired late. While this is not explicitly discussed in the study, the cross-

sectional data showed more accuracy for final consonants and medial onsets than initial word 

onsets, especially in the youngest age group (Shahin 2003: 9-17), and development followed 

a non-linear progression, with dips in accuracy at all ages and a lot of individual variation.  

 

Abdoh’s (2011) study is among the few Arabic acquisition studies focussing more on word 

shapes than segmental acquisition. The author looked at first words in 22 Hijazi-speaking 

children aged 1;0-1;9 within Prosodic and Moraic Theory approaches to phonological 

structure (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1990; Hayes 1981). Despite the fact that her data do not 

fully support the presumed universal order of acquisition of word structure, Abdoh maintains 

that the children in her study follow that order, albeit with a starting point that skips the 

monomoraic core syllable stage. The children are said to start at the minimal word stage 

where the maximal word size is a single binary foot and their outputs display bimoraic forms 

(ages 1;1 to 1;6); at later stages (1;6-1;9) they are reported as going beyond this stage and 

producing forms showing disyllabic words with a trochaic (SW) or iambic (WS) foot, and 

more complex structures exceeding the maximal size, i.e. structures with two feet. However, 

looking at the children’s most frequent word shapes in the early stages (Abdoh, 2011: 149-

155), the data show that disyllables constituted 60.9% of the children’s production, followed 

by monosyllables at 38.2% and then trisyllables at 0.9%. When these three word shapes are 
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combined, the frequency of word types produced is the following: CVCV (29.1%) > CVC > 

CVC:V > CV:CV > CV (10%). Note that coda production is present from an early age (e.g. 

/dub/ ‘bear’, /ba:b/ ‘door’, etc.), despite reported cases of coda deletion. Gemination is also 

reported to be acquired early, particularly in medial position (Abdoh 2011: 149). The author 

points out that one reason for this might be that medial geminates often appear in baby talk 

(e.g. /ˈdubba/ ‘teddy bear’, /ˈdadda/ ‘grandma’ etc.). More interestingly, children’s truncation 

patterns seem to preserve final syllables regardless of stress, e.g. /fusˈta:n/ ‘dress’ realised as 

[ta:n]; but also /ˈʔarnab/ ‘rabbit’ realised as [nab] and /ˈsamaka/ ‘fish’ realised as [ka]. 

 

Similar results regarding the early acquisition of complex syllable structures were reported by 

Ammar (2002), whose study of syllable structure in the speech of 10 Egyptian children aged 

2;0 to 3;0 found that 90% of the children had acquired all syllable types. Ammar also reports 

on final consonant deletion being accompanied by lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

Furthermore, although she and other authors note cluster reduction in all the children up to 

age 4, she notes that clusters in CVCC are acquired earlier by Egyptian children than by 

English speaking children (Ammar 1999). 

 

In sum, the results from these studies highlight the influence of the adult phonology on 

Arabic children’s early words in terms of the early acquisition of medial and final 

consonants, complex syllable structures, and the predominance of disyllables in early words. 

However, very little mention is made of the potential role of gemination in shaping Arabic 

children’s early words and influencing their attention to non-initial word positions. Moreover, 

with most of the above studies being cross-sectional in design, very little attention has been 

paid to individual children’s development of phonology from the earliest stages of 

production. The present study therefore aims to fill this gap.  

 

14.5 Current study 

The data presented here are part of a longitudinal study of 10 Lebanese children, five based in 

Beirut and five in London (only the Beirut data are presented here). The study was carried out 

as part of an investigation of the acquisition of gemination by Lebanese-speaking children 

exposed to Lebanese Arabic alone and in conjunction with English and/or French. The 

Beirut-based families were recruited from the Greater Beirut area, but no further control for 

dialect was imposed. The emphasis was on locating families who were mainly Arabic-

speaking (the use of French and/or English alongside Arabic is very common in Lebanon). 

The children were primarily cared for by their mothers and none had started attending nursery 

in the first two years of life. The children were recorded once a month from around 9 months 

of age until their third birthday. The recordings used for this paper are for the sessions where 

the children were deemed to be at the 4-word-point (4wp, i.e., when they produced 4 different 

word types spontaneously in a session) and all subsequent sessions leading up to the 25-

word-point (25wp, when the children produced 25 different word types spontaneously in a 

session and had around 50 words in their vocabulary). Their ages ranged between 1;1 and 1;6 

at the 4wp and 1;9 and 2;2 at the 25wp. The number of months that elapsed between the two 

points ranged between 4 and 9 (Table 14.2). 

 

Table 14.2: Overall data. Number of recording sessions required from the 4wp (session 1) to 

the 25wp (final reported session) for each of the children. The table shows each child’s age at 

the 4wp and the number of word types and tokens (in brackets) produced in each session.  
child  

name 

age at  

start 

session 

1 

session 

2 

session 

3 

session 

4 

session 

5 

session 

6 

session 

7 

session 

8 

session 

9 

total 
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Rama  1;6.11 5 

(17) 

17 

(50) 

15 

(27) 

10 

(23) 

35 

(86) 

    82 

(203) 

Martin  1;3.06 11 

(75) 

9 

(54) 

16 

(57) 

19 

(63) 

22 

(41) 

29  

(174) 

46 

 (140) 

  152 

(604) 

Lina  1;3.25 7 

(27) 

9 

(28) 

2 

(11) 

10 

(31) 

15 

(28) 

19 

(57) 

19 

(59) 

64  

(206) 

 145 

(447) 

Hiyam  1;1.05 4  

(15) 

12 

(56) 

13  

(48) 

17  

(52) 

12  

(22) 

47 

 (130) 

45  

(105) 

55  

(149) 

 205 

(577) 

Mohamed  1;6.02 5 

(20) 

8 

(42) 

19 

(70) 

25 

(70) 

19 

(90) 

21 

(97) 

16  

(101) 

48  

(153) 

89  

(389) 
234 

(1032) 

All mean age: 1;4 Total: 818 (2863) 

 

 

14.5.1 Procedure 

The children were recorded at home while engaged in 30-40-minute spontaneous interactions 

with their mothers, and occasionally with grandparents or older siblings. The mothers were 

instructed to engage in play sessions with the children as they normally would, using familiar 

toys, picture books and other household items, while at the same time trying to elicit 

words/utterances they knew the children were able to produce.  

 

Recordings were made in mono, 16-bit, 44.1 KHz sampling rate, using an Edirol R9 solid-

state recorder with high quality wireless Sennheiser UHF microphones, one worn by the 

mother and one hidden in a baby vest worn by the children. Simultaneous video recordings 

were also made using a Sanyo camcorder and both audio and video recordings were used for 

the word identification process, while phonetic transcription relied mainly on the audio. The 

files were transferred onto a computer and the child’s utterances segmented, labelled and 

transcribed using narrow IPA transcription for all segmental material. Both Praat v.5.1.10 

(Boersma and Weenink 2009) and PHON v.1.5.2 (Rose 2012) were used for processing the 

audiovisual files (Praat allowed easier segmentation and labelling of speech while PHON 

allowed transcription using both audio and video outputs).  

 

The children’s utterances were categorised as ‘babbling’ (vocalisations with no identifiable 

target or communicative function), ‘words’ (utterances with identifiable target, using Vihman 

& McCune’s 1994 word identification procedure) or ‘unidentifiable’ (utterances that were 

either unintelligible or where a word target was suspected but could not be established even 

after going through the word-ID test). Sessions in which the children had 4 to 25 identifiable 

spontaneous words were included in the analyses. Imitations were also recorded and analysed 

separately to determine whether they showed different patterns.  

 

As can be seen from Table 14.2, the children vary in how quickly they get to the 25wp, the 

fastest being Rama, who reached criterion within 5 months, and the slowest Mohamed, who 

took twice as long. Interestingly, age at the 4wp does not predict how quickly the children 

will accumulate a vocabulary of around 50 words, since at the 4wp Rama and Mohamed are 

coincidentally the same age and the oldest children in the group. Both had been followed 

from an early age (around 11 months), and the differences between them were obvious right 

away: Rama was voluble from the start, but her utterances in the early recordings mostly 

consisted of babbling and lengthy unanalysable jargon (often ‘monologues’) that neither her 

mother nor the fieldworker could identify as words. Her 4-word session at age 1;6 marked the 

beginning of a change in her vocal behaviour, as she became less vocal (mostly due to 

producing less jargon) but began producing utterances that had identifiable targets and were 

fairly accurate. This remained the trend up to and including the 25wp. Mohamed, on the other 

hand, was a much more cautious and quiet child at the beginning. His mother noted that his 
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speech was developing more slowly in comparison with that of his older brother. He was a lot 

less vocal than Rama in the sessions leading up to the 4wp and then had several sessions with 

no noticeable increase in vocabulary (based on the recordings from sessions 3 to 7 and on his 

mother’s observations).  

 

On average, the children’s age at the 4-word point (mean 1;4) is older than what is sometimes 

reported for US English (Vihman, Ferguson & Elbert 1986; Vihman & McCune 1994); all of 

the children experience a spurt in their production at some stage around the 25wp, in terms of 

either the overall number of tokens (Martin, session 6; Lina, session 6) or both word types 

and tokens (Rama, session 5; Hiyam, session 6, Lina session 8, Mohamed, sessions 8-10). 

This tends to coincide with either the session identified as the 25wp or the session 

immediately before that. 

 

 

14.5.2 General patterns 

As expected, Arabic words constituted the majority of utterances at 65%, followed by 

English (18%) and then French (8%). Words which could belong to more than one language 

were labelled as ‘multilingual’ and constituted the remaining 9% of the data (Table 14.3 and 

Fig. 14.1). Note that our interest in categorising the utterances into the three languages here 

was driven by the need to examine the influence of the language of origin on the syllable and 

word structure of the utterances that the children heard and produced. While the majority of 

the utterances that were labelled English and French in this study had commonly used 

translation equivalents in Arabic, they were not necessarily code-switches on the part of the 

children; an account of code-switching behaviour would require a different type of discourse 

analysis in order to establish whether the utterances were part of the Arabic CDS that the 

children heard or genuine switches to French or English discourse by mother and/or child, 

which is beyond the scope of this study.     

 

Table 14.3: Language of origin for the utterances targeted by the children  

    Arabic English French Multilingual Total 

Total 1864 (65 %) 514 (18%) 217 (8%) 268 (9%) 2863 
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Figure 14.1: Distribution of target word shapes as a function of utterance language. 

 

The distribution of early word shapes in Figure 14.1 reflects the differences in frequencies of 

mono- and disyllables in the three languages (e.g. Menn 1971; Rose & Wauquier-Gravelines 

2007; Stoel-Gammon 1987), with the majority of early Arabic and French targeted words 

being disyllabic (68% and 79% respectively) while the majority of English words are 

monosyllabic (66%). Here, multisyllabic word frequency cannot be compared across the 

three languages because of the small numbers involved; as the children’s productive abilities 

increased over the sessions, the emergence of multisyllabic words (with more than two 

syllables) was most prominent in Arabic, their dominant language. The difference in word 

shapes across the three languages was also reflected in the syllable structure within each word 

shape. For instance, within monosyllabic words targeted by the children, the most frequent 

syllable structure for Arabic words was CVC: (with a final geminate consonant), e.g. /baħħ/,
1
 

‘all gone’, that for English words was CVC, e.g. cat, and for French words it was CV, e.g. 

deux /dø/ ‘two’ (Fig. 14.2). The same applies to disyllables (Fig. 14.3), with the most 

frequently targeted disyllabic shapes in Arabic being ˈCVC:V e.g. /ˈnanna/ ‘food’, ˈCV:CV 

e.g. /ˈbaːba/ ‘daddy’, and ˈCVCV e.g. /ˈtaʕa/ ‘come here’; the most frequent targeted shapes 

for English were ˈCVVCV(C) e.g. baby /ˈbeɪbi/, followed by ˈCVCV, e.g. teddy /ˈtɛdi/ and 

ˈCCVCV e.g. story /ˈstoɹi/. French disyllable shapes showed a much more skewed pattern 

towards a single structure, which was CVˈCV (90%), e.g. chapeau /ʃaˈpo/ ‘hat’. 

 

 
Figure 14.2: Distribution of the three most frequent syllables shapes for monosyllabic words 

targeted by the children in Arabic, English, and French utterances. Other, less frequently used 

shapes are not shown. 

 

                                                           
1
 Geminates are transcribed as double consonants in the IPA transcriptions throughout, but as ‘C:’ in syllable 

structure notation in order to separate them from consonant clusters, which are denoted as ‘CC’. Long vowels 

are denoted as V: and diphthongs as VV. 
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Figure 14.3: Distribution of the three most frequent syllables shapes for disyllabic words 

targeted by the children in Arabic, English, and French utterances. Other, less frequently used 

shapes are not shown. 

 

On the whole, disyllables constitute a large part of the children’s early word shapes (59%), 

which is expected, given the predominance of disyllables in Arabic and French. Moreover, 

due to the high frequency and salience of the medial geminate pattern in Arabic, all children 

both aim for disyllabic shapes with medial geminate or ‘heavy’ targets (with clusters or 

affricates) and adapt other shapes to the CVC:V(C) pattern. Baby words (/buwwa/ ‘water’; 

/nanna/ ‘food’; /bɪsse/ ‘pussycat’) and nicknames (e.g. /kitto/ ‘Christopher’; /lillo/ ‘Lina’) 

also contributed to the high number of disyllabic words with medial geminates. Fig. 14.4 

shows the distribution of disyllables that were targeted (left) by the children in terms of 

whether the medial consonant was a single consonant (e.g. /ˈɁana/ ‘I’), a geminate (/ˈbaddo/ 

‘he wants’) or complex (e.g. /mɪfˈteːħ/ ‘key’), and how they were realised (Fig. 14.4, right); 

the complex category included clusters (e.g. /fʊtbɔl/ ‘football’) and secondary articulations 

(e.g. /sˁuːsˁ/ ‘chick’) in targets, but also affricated ([bob  ] for French balon ‘ball’) and other 

doubly-articulated consonants ([ʔæ l  æʔ] for /ˈɁana/ ‘I’) in the realisations. Long C: and 

complex realisations by the children (54% and 30% respectively) are around 1.5 times as 

frequent as geminate and complex targets, suggesting that the medial consonants of many 

words with singleton targets were lengthened or produced with complex articulation. 
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Figure 14.4: Distribution of medial consonant type (single, geminate, complex) in disyllabic 

words targeted by the children (left) and their realisation (right). 

 

 

14.5.3 Developmental patterns 

On the whole, the children target similar word structures in the early (4wp) and later (25wp) 

stages of production (Figs. 14.5-6), with a wider range of word shapes at the more advanced 

stage and an emergence of more complex shapes (not all listed in the figures below due to 

their very low frequency). One notable difference is a 14% drop in disyllabic CVC:V targets 

at the 25wp (Fig. 14.6), but not in realisations; in fact, lengthening of singleton consonants is 

still prominent and actually increases at the more advanced stage (Table 4, Figs. 14.9). The 

structure of the realisations for the most frequent target word shapes does not change very 

much as the children progress to the 25wp (Figs. 14.7-8); this is due to the fact that the 

children produce target-like structures from an early age, if phonological length is set aside. 

What they seem to take some time to acquire is phonological length, and their patterns of 

acquisition seem to involve experimenting with adding phonetic length to all elements of the 

target syllable structures rather than just to the phonologically long ones, or strengthening 

consonants (denoted as ‘Cs’ in the figures below). For instance, a target CVC: can be 

produced not just with a long coda, but also with a long onset and/or a long vowel, e.g. /baħħ/ 

‘all gone’ realised as [baħħ], [bbaːħ], [baːħ], etc. Similarly, a target CVCV can be realised 

with varying lengths for all segments, e.g. /baːba/ ‘daddy’ realised as [babbah], [baːbbaħ], 

[bbaːbam], and [baːbaː], etc.; the realisations of disyllables with open final syllables in the 

target frequently contained a final coda, often a guttural sound (glottal stop, glottal fricative 

or pharyngeal fricative) but occasionally also other consonants with supraglottal places of 

articulation. While variable phonetic length may apply to all children’s early productions 

regardless of their native language, the fact that Arabic has phonological vowel and 

consonant length may increase the salience of contrastive duration for the children, leading to 

their extensive experimentation with segment length and the production of syllables with 
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heavy rhymes and/or codas. Acoustic analysis is currently under way in order to obtain a 

clearer picture of the relationship between phonetic and phonological length in the children’s 

productions.  

 

 
Figure 14.5: Most frequent types of word structures targeted in monosyllabic word shapes at 

the 4wp and the 25wp. Shapes constituting less than 1% of the data are not included. 

 

 
Figure 14.6: Most frequent types of word structures targeted in disyllabic word shapes at the 

4wp and the 25wp. Shapes constituting less than 1% of the data are not included. 
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Figure 14.7: Range of realisations for the most frequently targeted monosyllabic word shape, 

CVC:, at the 4wp (left) and 25wp (right). Here and elsewhere, Cs refers to a consonant that is 

articulated with extra strength/tenseness. 

 

 

 
Figure 14.8: Range of realisations for the most frequently targeted disyllabic word shape, 

CVCV, at the 4wp (left) and 25wp (right). 

 

 

Table 14.4: Proportions of CVCV shapes being realised with a singleton or a geminate 

consonant at each developmental stage 

 CVCV realisation 

 Singleton Geminate/Strong 
4wp 46% 54% 
25wp 35% 65% 

 

 

 
Figure 14.9: Target medial consonant type and realisations in disyllabic productions at the 4- 

and the 25wps. N = 1142. 
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(the structure of their earliest words), the relative frequency of each language that they hear, 

and their individual journey towards the 25wp. The next section looks at longitudinal data 

from three of the children whose data are presented here in order to explore the interaction 

between language-specific and individual differences in the development of early 

phonological structure. In the data presented below only one token per lexical item is 

presented, chosen from the most frequent and/or most adult-like realisations.  

 

14.5.4 Individual paths and templatic behaviour 

14.5.4.1 Martin 

Martin was exposed mostly to Arabic, often mixed with French, and his production in the 

seven sessions that were analysed reflects that exposure (77% of his utterances are Arabic, 

followed by French at 13% and English at 6%). His 4wp was identified at age 1;3, which is 

close to the mean age at the 4wp for the children studied here. He is the most systematic of 

the children in that his earliest productions fell mostly in the CVC:V(C) pattern, and this 

remained his favourite structure throughout. Below is a more detailed account of Martin’s 

phonological patterns across the one-word-stage. 

 

At the 4wp all but one of Martin’s word types have the CVC:V(C) shape, and the majority of 

these (88% of tokens) show consonant harmony either in the target or the realisation or in 

both (Table 14.5). Martin adapts both mono- and multisyllables to the disyllabic shape with a 

long medial C:, e.g. French train /tɾε̃/ [tɪttaːh] ‘train’; /habbu:ba/ [ ɐbbæh] ‘Habbouba’ 

(nickname for Hiba). He reduces initial consonants more frequently than medial ones, and 

experiments with the lengths of all segments involved, e.g. /nanna/ ‘food’ is realised as 

[ æ̃  æ̃ h], but also [  e ̃ː ɲɲa  ̃h], [  e  ã  ə̃ h], [ ɐ̃  æ̃ːh], [h̃ə̃   a ̃  ɛ  h̃], [ æ̃   æ̃ n], etc. An initial 

‘anchor’ syllable is often used as a form of support for initial consonants, lengthening the 

initial consonant, e.g. [ʔɪn    ɛ ̃h] for /nanna/ above. As expected, Martin’s consonant 

inventory at the 4-word point is relatively small, mainly consisting of bilabial and alveolar 

nasals and stops, along with glottal stops and fricatives (Appendix 1). 

 

Over the next two sessions, Martin maintains this pattern but also produces relatively target-

like words with disyllabic CV(:)CV(C) and monosyllabic CV(:)C(C) patterns, e.g. /mamɑ/̃ 

[     h] ‘mummy’; /ʕaww/ [ʔa ː   ] ‘woof’; /teːta/ [tæ  tæ ] ‘grandma’. His consonant 

inventory remains relatively stable, with some attempts to target new stops and glides (/p(p)/ 

and /k(k)/, /ʕ(ʕ)/ and /w(w)/). There is also an emergence of glottal and vowel-like codas for 

target codas (e.g. /daħħ/ [d æːʔ] ‘nice’; /ʔajj/ [ʔaːːh] ‘ouch’; /ʕaww/ [ʔa ː   ] ‘woof’), 

alongside the frequent addition of the glottal and supraglottal codas that Martin and the other 

children in this study exhibit (e.g. /baʔʔa/ [ʔæ̃ʔʔəː ] ‘peek-a-boo’; /nanna/ [ æ̃   æ ̃n] ‘food’; 

/bʊbbo/ [ ʊbbu h] ‘baby’). Sessions 4 and 5 contain a large number of imitated and relatively 

few spontaneous utterances; since their phonological profile is similar, these have been 

combined in Table 14.5. These sessions also exhibit the prominence of the CVC:V(C) pattern 

with consonant harmony, particularly in adaptations (e.g. /faːdja/ [de ː ddæ ː] ‘Faadia’ (Proper 

Noun, henceforth PN); French Jesus /ʒezy/ [d dd  ː] ‘Jesus’). Medial consonants in Martin’s 

imitated utterances are more target-like than initial ones, which are more variable. Words 

with target fricatives and liquids are targeted in imitations for the first time, with frequent 

stopping and other adaptations, adding to the prominence of consonant harmony.  
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Table 14.5: Martin’s selected and adapted form over the one-word stage. Words were 

considered selected if the adult target matched the pattern of interest and adapted if they were 

modified to fit the child’s pattern(s). Shaded grey is used for imitations. Here and elsewhere, 

the half-length symbol following a consonant was used both for half-long and/or noticeably 

strong/tense articulation. 

1;3 N (type) = 11 N (tokens) = 75 % figures are out of all tokens 

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 79%       

Select 32%   Adapt 47%   

medial C:, CH   medial C:, CH, disyllable  

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

nanna  æ̃  æ̃ h food  a ɑ ̃   ɐ ̃ æ̃ h mummy 

ɡıtta ʔ   e  ̃ ɛ̃ː h Gitta (PN) baːba bæ b b æ ː daddy 

baʔʔa ʔæ̃ʔʔəː  peek-a-boo teːta tɪ ttæ h grandma 

ʔoʔʔo  ʔæʔʔə  night-night medial C:, CH, di-/multisyllable 

    habbu:ba  ɐbbæh Habbouba  

    tɾε̃ tɪttaːh train 

      no   ɐh̃  ɪ ̃ a  ̃h No 

            

01;05 N (type) = 9 N (tokens) = 54       

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 48%       

Select 28%   Adapt 20%   

medial C:    medial C:   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

buwwaa b     aːh water teːta te ttɐ h grandma 

baʔʔa ʔəɰaʔʔaː peek-a-boo  aː a  ɐ  ɐ h poorly 

      aɾijja ʔɪjjɐ   Maria (PN) 

Other Patterns: CV(V)CVC  13%       

tuːtuːt dæitʉːt choo-choo      

 a ɑ ̃      h mummy      

  CV(V)C(C)  28%       

ʕa   ʔa ː    ouch baʔʔa ʔæː peek-a-boo 

dad(i) tɑːd dad(dy)  aɾijja jɐh Maria (PN) 

            

1;06 N (type) = 16 N (tokens) = 57       

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 63%       

Select 46%   Adapt 17%   

medial C:    medial C:   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

buwwa bu  ɐ ʰ water tapø tæ    ʉ  clap  

kakka d  ɐʰ  æ h poo taʕa d aʕʕɑ h come here 

     baːba bɵ  æ ː  ɑ ̃ː h daddy 

medial C:, CH    medial C:, CH, disyllable  

nanna ɲɛ ̃   ̃ h food dˁa   dɐᶦddɐ ʰ light 
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bʊbbo b bbu h baby     

dɪdde dɪddæ ˤʕ  don't do that     

Other pattern: CVVC 28%       

daħħ d aː ɛħ nice  aɾijja  a ː h Maria (PN) 

ʔajj ʔaːːh ouch teːta tæ h grandma 

            

1;07-1;08 N (type) = 41 N (tokens)= 104       

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 58%       

Select 26%   Adapt 32%   

medial C:, CH     medial C:, CH   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

buwwa  ʊ  æː water fuːfuː  ʉ    uːh nickname 

 a  aː    ʉ   ə ʉaː poorlie  a ɑ ̃     ̃ ɵh̃ mummy 

bʊbbo b u      u ː baby teːta d ɛ t æ h grandma 

ɡıtta ˀᵄtettæːh Gitta (PN) sɪ tja t eʊ ttʰɐæʰ Cynthia (PN) 

dɪdde dlæ ddɪd ɐ  h don't do that tˤuːtˤuːt tʉtɨtʊ ttʊ  t choo choo 

ʒiddo d ɪddoːh grandpa  aɾti  t æ t ɐh Martin (PN) 

kakka  ˀɐ   ɐ h  poo  faːdja de ː ddæ ː Fadya (PN) 

ʔoʔʔo ʔɵʔʔɵː night night ʒezʏ d dd  ː jesus 

    dɔlɪ  ɡ ɛɡ ɡ   ̃ ː  Dollen (PN) 

medial C:   medial C:   

baʔʔa bɐ ʔʔæ  h peek a boo  aː a ʔɐ  ̃ æ ̃  ħ mummy 

    papa t  ɪ  ʰɐːh daddy 

Other patterns: CVCV 16% ʕɪl e  e ttɛ   h gum 

dodo dɵdɵː night night bitɪ  a   ʉ ddɪ   in your mouth 

  CV(V)(C) 21% bal  ʔə  oː ʊ ball 

taʕ(a) t æˤʕ come (here)  oː o ʔæ   oː nickname 

po  ʰʊ ə  Po  aɾijja d æ ːjjæ h Maria (PN) 

            

1;9 N (type) = 29 N (tokens) = 174       

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 51%       

Select 17%   Adapt 34%   

medial C:, CH     medial C:, CH   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

ʒiddo tʰe ttʰɵː grandpa baːba   ɐ    æː daddy 

kakka ɡ ɣɐ   ʔɐ  poo bal  bobbo ball 

ʔoʔʔo ʔɐˀʔʔɑ ː h night night teːta tʰe ttæ ːh grandma 

     ʃaːtˁiɾ d  a ː tti  ː  good boy 

      oː o  o   o nickname 

      tɾɪ ha ɡɪ  æ h leave her 

medial C:     medial C:   

bʊbbo hʊ  ʊ baby  aɾti    ɐʔ̃ʔi  ː  Martin (PN) 
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 aɾijja  ɐ h̃ ɪ  jjaː Maria (PN)  a ɑ ̃  ̃ɑ ̃ æ̃ː mummy 

lillo ðlɛ l  ɵ ːh nickname sɪ tja t ɪ  s ʃt ʃɐː Cynthia (PN) 

Other patterns: CV(V)(C) 19%       

ðats d  aːt s that's nanna  æːː  food 

ʒoɾʒ d  ɵ  etʰ George (PN)      

 jaːʔ  jɛːːʔ yuk      

dɪʔʔ d ɛːʔ knock      

 aʔʔ  æ ʔ nagged      

ʔeː ʔ a  h yes      

  CVCV 20%       

baːba  ʰɐ   æ  daddy jiː d ijɛ ʔ oh 

 oː o  oː ɵ  ʰ nickname  aɾti  ʔæ ːʔʉ̃ː Martin (PN) 

tuːtuːt tʉtʉːt choo choo       

            

1;10 N (type) = 46 N (tokens) = 140       

Main Pattern: CVC:V(C) 71%       

Select 28%   Adapt 43%   

medial C:, CH     medial C:, CH   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

bʊbbo bɵbbuːh baby ħa i:  pʰɨ ˈ  ʰ   ɪ ̃ doctor 

     bal  b     bb ɵ ɑ ̃ː h ball 

      ɪfteːħ     ttʰæːt  key 

      a ɑ ̃  æ    æ ʕ mummy 

       oɾ a   ̃ː      æ̃ː ɛ  h̃ Norma 

medial C:     medial C:   

nanna  æ̃  ɐh food ħali:b  ɐ     ʰi  ː  ˀ milk 

ʕa  o ɲæ̃ː    ʏ̃ʔ uncle teːta   ɛ   ː   a ː h grandma 

buwwa ɡʊ  ɑːʋ water tuːtuːt hʉ ttʉ t  choo coo 

jalla hæ  lla  ɛ  come on ʒızɛl hɪttʰaːtʰ Gizelle (PN) 

laʔʔa l   ɑ  ʔʔɑːh no mabadde  ɐd d ɪh I don't want to 

     aŋ #ju t   æ   uː ɐh thank you 

    ekol  ˀo   ˀɔː   school 

     uː uː  ɵ ̃  ʏ̃ːh potty 

    ʔa a ʔæ   æːh me 

     alʕʔa   æ ̃ʔʔæ  ̃ ːh spoon 

      wi ʰ   iːjjɐh yes 

medial C:, multisyllable   medial C:, multisyllable   

tattuː a tʉttʉː æh nickname ʕafaːf  ʰæʰ   ɐ ʔ ɐ  Afaf (PN) 

batˤtˤaːɾɪjjeːt d   e    ʰɛ   tʰɛ  ː  ɪ  h batteries bobi he bɵːbbiːh doggy 

 aɾijja  a   ɪ  jjæːh Maria (PN)  aː a ʔʊ ɐ  aːh poorli 

     dodo ʔɪ   d̃d ɵ  ːɪdd  ːh night night 
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       aɾd  l  ɐ ʔ  ʔ  ɪ  d d   ̃ː  ɐ h  pardon 

Other 

patterns: 
CV(V)(C) 12%       

wuff b ʊ u woof ʔoʔʔo ʔ  ʔʔ night night 

daħħ ʰ t æ  ħ nice     

taʕ(a)  ʰ æ  h come (here)     

jiː   iːːh oh     

majj   ɑ ̃ː jj water     

 eː  ʰ  ɛ    where       

 

Martin’s last two sessions show a marked change in the frequency of words produced as well 

as a growing consonant inventory (Appendix 1), but Martin’s preferred CVC:V(C) pattern is 

still prominent, with adaptations that are twice as frequent as the selected words with this 

pattern in session 6. These stand out compared with the other minor word shapes that Martin 

produces, which tend to be more accurate, e.g. CV(V)C(C): English that’s /ðats/ [d  aːt s], 
Arabic / eː / [ʰ wɛ   ] ‘where’. The majority of words that Martin targets are still disyllables, 

and despite his increased phonetic and phonological inventory his productions still exhibit 

frequent consonant harmony. In the last session the CVC:V(C) shape rises to 71% of all of 

Martin’s productions, the highest since his first session, which suggests that the medial long 

consonant template is at its most productive for Martin as he approaches the 25wp. 

Consonant harmony is not as prominent in this session, as new consonants are attempted and 

coda consonants are more frequent. Session 7 also sees the geminate/long pattern being 

applied to longer words as Martin starts producing multisyllabic words; multisyllabic words 

with medial geminates like /tattuː a/ [tʉttʉː æh] ‘nickname for Martin’ and /batˤtˤaːɾɪjjeːt/ 
[ e      ɛ    ː ttɛ   ː  ɪ  t ] ‘batteries’ are selected, while disyllabic words are sometimes adapted to the 

multisyllabic shape with one or two internal long consonants, e.g. /bʊbbo/ [be  b  ɐ  b b ɛ  ː h] 

‘baby’ and /nanna/ [jæ ɐɲɲɑ̃ ː h] ‘food’. Although Martin’s consonant inventory is expanding, 

variation in the realisation of some consonants is higher than in earlier sessions, especially in 

initial position e.g. for /b/, /k/ and /m/ (Appendix 1). Medial codas are targeted but are often 

assimilated to the next onset, adding to the geminate pattern, e.g. /malɪʕʔa/ [ʔ  ̃   æ ̃  ʔʔæ ̃ ːh] 

‘spoon’, / i  hoː / [x  ̃nnɔ ̃ː   h] ‘who’s there?’ and / ɪfteːħ/ [cɛ    a ː t  ] ‘key’, but awareness of 

medial codas is noticeable and some disyllables are adapted to that pattern, e.g. /mamɑ/̃ 

[bɐ    æːh] ‘mummy’, / oː o/ [ ˀɵ l   ɵ ːh] ‘nickname’. 

 

14.5.4.2 Rama 

Rama was exposed to more English than Martin, and 30% of her utterances were English. 

Arabic still constituted the majority of her utterances at 60%. Rama’s first two sessions are 

combined, due to the small number of spontaneous utterances in her first session (Table 

14.6). Her profile at this early stage of production is strikingly different from Martin’s, 

mainly due to the high frequency of monosyllabic words that she produces (46%). The 

disyllabic geminate pattern is prominent as well (40% of utterances), with adaptations such as 

/baːba/ [mɐbbɑ  h] ‘daddy’; /kɪle/ [kɪððe] ‘eat!’; /hajda nɔːz/ [ʰ dᶻænnʉ  z] ‘that’s (a) nose’. 

Perhaps due to Rama’s jargon practice and older age at this stage, her consonant inventory is 

more varied than Martin’s at the 4wp (Appendix 1), with a small number of fricatives and 

laterals alongside stops and nasals as well as final consonants and occasional two-word 
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utterances (e.g. /jalla kɪle/ [jakɪððe] ‘come on eat’; /pʊtɔn mɪni/ [pʊd   ɪdɪŋ̃] ‘put on 

Minnie’). 

 

Table 14.6: Rama’s selected and adapted forms over the one-word stage; shaded grey is used 

for imitations 

1;5-1;6 N (type) = 22 N (tokens) = 67 % figures are out of all tokens  

Pattern 1: CV(:)(C) 46%       

Select 29%   Adapt 17%   

V = i(:)    V = i(:)    

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

jiː h iːh oh tivi  ɪ ̃ TV 

 iː     ʰːh who      

 ɾi t   ːh three      

V other     V other     

ʔeː ʔ ɛːh yes ha  i#b ɾ deɪ b æ ħ happy birthday 

daħħ   æħħ nice hajda d jɐʔ this 

 buː  ʙʉ  water      

fuː f ʉːh crasy      

Pattern 2: CVC:V(C) 40%       

ʔoʔʔo ʔaʔʔo  h oh-oh  a ɑ ̃   æ  ʊ   æ̃ h mummy 

     baːba  ɐbbɑ  h daddy 

      ɪ i  ɪ  iː Minnie 

     hajda# ɔːz ʰ dᶻæ  ʉ  z that's a nose 

       ɪle  ɪ  e eat! 

            

1;7-1;8 N (type) = 25 N (tokens) = 50       

Pattern 1: CV(:)(C) 38%       

Select  22%   Adapt  16%   

CV(:)glide           

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

hajj  æ j this      

baɪ b æjj bye      

heɪ hɪ  eːjj hey      

 aː  b ɐ      wow!      

V = front mid-close to mid-open V = front mid-close to mid-open 

dɑs̃ t eh s dance mijaw ᵐ ɛ ̃  ʰ miaw 

daħħ   də æħ nice  ɛɾsi  ɛːh s thanks 

     ʔeɾjɛl ʔ ɛ ː h Ariel 

Pattern 2: CVC:V(C) 48%       

ʔoʔʔo ʔɔʔʔɔh oh-oh  a ɑ ̃   æ  ɐh mummy 

     teːta t a t a h grandma 

      haj#daħ hæ ddæ  ħ this (is) nice 
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1;9 N (type) = 35 N (tokens) = 86       

Pattern 1: CV(:)(C) 40%       

Select  39%   Adapt  1%   

C(C)V(:)glide         

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

majj  ɛɪh water  oʊz  ɛɪ: nose 

aɪz ʔai: eyes      

aı aɪjj I      

 iː   bi:ə who?      

CV(:)(C)         

baħħ bæ:ħ all gone hajda ddə this 

bɔl ba::h ball      

ʔaː ʔa  A (letter)      

haʊs hæ: house      

 buː mbu:u water      

bʊ  bu:h book      

ʒus ʔu:us   juice      

po  o:  Po      

 oʊz no::z nose      

beːt be : house      

leː  lə  look      

Pattern 2: C(:)V(:)CV 29%       

teːta teta grandma banana næ:na:h   

beɪbi be:bi: baby baɪ ba  ɪiˤ   

hajda hæɪda this ʔoʔʔo ʔæ:ʔʉ:   

haʔa haʔə  no       

 aː a   a: a h mummy      

laːla llæ:læ  Lala      

Pattern 3: CVC:V(C) 20%       

baddo bɛddo he wants tiktak ti:ttih sweet 

ʒiddo ʒ ɪddo  grandpa hajj ʔəhhai:h this 

(ʔɪ)dˁa   ʔɪddaʊh (the) light o ǝ #glʌ z ʔaʔʔu: oven gloves 

 

In the next two sessions (age 1;7 and 1;8) the two patterns identified at the 4wp still make up 

the majority of utterances, though the prominence of the disyllabic geminate pattern is due 

more to frequency of use (48% of utterances) than to type (28% of the total of different 

words). Monosyllabic CV(:)(C) is the most varied and productive shape, showing a final 

glide pattern (e.g. /hajj/ [ æ j] ‘this’; /baɪ/ [b æjj] ‘bye’; / aː / [b ɐ    ] ‘wow’) and a front 

mid-high to mid-low vowel pattern (e.g. French danse /dɑs̃/ [t eh s]; merci /mɛɾsi/ [ ɛːh s]; 

/mijaw/ [ᵐ ɛ ̃  ] ‘miaow’).  

 

In the final session the monosyllabic CV(:)(C) shape becomes the most prominent, 

accounting for 40% of all utterances. Within this shape a subset of productions still have the 
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final glide pattern, as in previous sessions (Table 14.6), but others include other consonants 

as well and a rich variety of vowels (e.g. /baħħ/ [bæːħ] ‘all gone’; / buː/ [mbu:u] ‘water’; 

English Po (name of TV character) /po/ [poː]). The influence of words of English origin is 

obvious in the frequency of monosyllabic words in Rama’s sessions, with words like Po, bye, 

wow, ball, eyes, book and nose making up a large proportion of her productions, especially in 

the last session. The second most frequent pattern in this session is a disyllabic C(:)V(:)CV 

shape (29% of utterances), which takes over from the medial long C(:) as the second most 

frequent shape (e.g. /teːta/ [teːta] ‘grandma’; / aː a/ [  a: a h] ‘mother’; English baby 

/beɪbi/ [beːbiː]). These and all but one of the monosyllabic words are ‘selected’ and, apart 

from expected developmental features, they are fairly accurate. In fact, most of Rama’s 

productions in the final session are essentially accurate; in comparison with Martin, she 

produces fewer utterances and fewer repetitions of words (98 types and 203 tokens over 5 

sessions for Rama, compared with 179 types and 604 tokens over 7 sessions for Martin) but 

the words tend to be more accurate and her production exhibits no large-scale adaptations to 

any preferred shape. The only pattern that still shows more adaptation than selection is the 

disyllabic long/geminate pattern (e.g. /tiktak/ [ti:ttih] ‘sweet’; /baħħ/ [bæħħaʊ] ‘all gone’; 

English oven gloves /o ǝ  ɡlʌ z/ [ʔaʔʔuː]), though the frequency of occurrence of this pattern 

is now down to 20%. 

 

14.5.4.3 Lina 

Lina was exposed to both French and English on a regular basis, and her production reflects 

that, with Arabic productions constituting only about half of her overall utterances at 48%, 

followed by French (28%) and English (21%). Her first three sessions, between 1;3 and 1;5, 

had similar patterns and no increase in the number of spontaneous words produced, so they 

are combined here for analysis. In these sessions, Lina’s utterances can be grouped into the 

three word shapes identified for the other two children, with the disyllabic pattern with a long 

medial C: being the most frequent (e.g. French Oui Oui /wiwi/ [ʔɪ  ih]; maman / a ɑ/̃ 

[ æː ʰ  æ ː]; English thank you / aŋ  ju/ [ʔʰæ ttʊ]). Interestingly, these early words are all 

disyllabic French or English targets with lengthened medial consonants. Lina also produces 

disyllabic words with short medial consonants (e.g. /ʕalam/ [ʔɐ æ h] ‘flag’; /ʔalo/ [ʔæ ʉː] 
‘hello’) and monosyllabic shapes which consist of either monosyllabic targets (mostly 

English and French numbers and letters of the alphabet [Table 14.7]) or reductions of 

disyllabic words (e.g. /ˈsabat/ [bæ t] ‘it stayed still’; /ˈʔaʕtˁi/ [ʔɐ ts  ] ‘give’). In terms of her 

consonant profile, over half of Lina’s words have selected or adapted initial glottals, while in 

medial position she targets and produces a collection of bilabial and alveolar sounds; these 

include /l/, which is advanced relative to her age but which might relate to her own name 

having an /l/ in it (see data from Laurent in Vihman 1993). Other relatively advanced sounds 

that she produces include dental, labiodental, and alveolar fricatives (Appendix 1).  

 

Table 14.7: Lina’s selected and adapted forms over the one-word stage; shading is used for 

imitations 

1;3-1;5 N (type) = 20 N (tokens) = 66 % figures are out of all tokens   

Pattern 1: CVC:V(C) 46%       

Select     Adapt     

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

ʔɪjja(ʔɪjjaʔoː) ʔɪjjæːh song wiwi ʔɪ  ih Oui Oui 
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      aŋ #ju ʔʰæ ttʊ thank you 

      a ɑ ̃  æː h   æ ː maman 

     pepa b æ   æħ Peppa 

     ʔeːjbiːsiːdiː    i d a ː ttiː ABC song 

Pattern 2: CV(:)CV 34%    

ʕalam ʔɐ æ h flag     

ʔalo ʔæ ʉː hello     

papa  ɐ  tæ  ʰ papa     

Pattern 3: CV(:)(C) 20%       

ʔeː ʔeː  letter A wabat bæ t stayed still 

di diː  letter D ʔaʕtˁi ʔɐ ts   give him 

      buːse ʰ  si h kiss (her/him) 

            

1;6-1;7 N (type) = 25 N (tokens) = 59       

Pattern 1: CVC:V(C) 34%       

Select 5%   Adapt 29%   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

lallo ʔ ɪ  læ llɵ h nickname ʔε̃#d ː ʕæ ttː  ː  un deux 

tˁajjaːɾa de  llɛː h plane ʔaʕtˁi ʔæʰ ttˢiː give him 

ʔɪjjaʔɪjjaʔoː ʔɪ  jjæːiː ʰ song  aŋ #ju ʔæ  ttiː thank you 

    haːti hɐtti give me 

    t eː  ʔɪ  ɛ   two 

    tɾ a  ɐ  jjeh trois 

    ʃo ola  ollɛ  ɐ ʕ  chocolat 

    doː ɾa d ʊ   æ  h Dora 

     aː a  æ   æ  h mummy 

Pattern 2: CV(:)(C) 53%       

laʔʔ ʔ læ ʔ no       

ʔε̃ ʔɛ ̃ un      

fɪʃ  ɪs fish      

dø d oah deux      

tu d  ɵːːh tu      

no   o  ʔ no       

Pattern 3: C(C)V(:)CV 14%       

doː ɾa t æ  ʰ   ɛ  h Dora (PN)  atɾ ʰt  æ  iːh quatre 

liː a  ʰɪ  ɐ   Lina (PN) dø    o iːh deux 

hɛloʊ hɐlo  hello       

            

1;8 N (type) = 19 N (tokens) = 57       

Pattern 1: CVC:V(C) 51%       

Select 22%   Adapt 29%   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 
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ʔoʔʔo ʔeʔʔo  h oh-oh  a ɑ ̃  æ ̃  æ̃ ʔ maman 

ʔɪlbʊbbo ʔɪlb i bbɵːh the baby bebe bi   d d  e  h bebe 

     laːlo hæ ll   h nickname 

     tɾ a t ɪ    æːh trois 

     multisyllabic/across word boundary 

     laːla   ellɐ llæ h Lala 

     wiwi lɪ   iː    Oui Oui 

     doː ɾa#leʕbe  əllæ  d  ɛ  h Dora toy 

      laʔ abadde  a lla æ   ddi   ː h I don't want 

to 

Pattern 2: C(C)VV(C) 30%       

ʔε̃ ʔɐæ h un tˁlaʕe t æ  ħ come up 

dø d  ɵːh deux     

 atɾ  ʰæ h quatre     

bi d  iːh letter B     

di t   iːh letter D     

Pattern 3: CV(:)CV 16%       

doː ɾa t ʊ ɐh Dora (PN)    

liː a liːɲæ  h Lina    

laːla lælæ  h Lala    

            

1;9 N (type) = 19 N (tokens) = 59       

Main 

Pattern: 
CVC:V(C) 79%       

Select 8%   Adapt 71%   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

nanna  æ  ̃    ɪ ̃  food baːba  æ  bbʉ    daddy 

     a əl hæ   ʊl apple 

      azbuːtˁ   ɐddʉ t  right 

     bajdˤa b ʊ ddæ   egg 

     haːti ʔæ ːtti  give me 

     teːta tæ ːˤttæ ˤ grandma 

      o  jutǝɾ tʉːttæ ʰħ computer 

      a ɑ ̃  æ̃   æ ̃  ʰ maman 

     majj  æ̃ jjæ  ʰ water 

     laːla    ɑː  æ  ħħ Lala 

     fɪʃ  ʰɪs  s  ʉ fish 

     suːsuː tsɪssʊ  nickname 

multisyllabic    multisyllabic   

ʔoʔʔo hɪʔʔɪj ʔʔoh oh-oh dʒeːʒe d z    z z   l zzɛːh chicken 

            

1;10 N (type) = 64 N (tokens) = 206       

Main CVC:V(C) 57%       
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Pattern: 

Select 12%   Adapt 45%   

Target  Form Gloss Target  Form Gloss 

tappø tʰæ     ʉːʰ shoes lɪʕbe he bbɛ ː ħ doll 

 aʔʔaʕ   æ ʔʔæ ˤ he dropped ʔɪʔʕʊde ha ddɛ ː h sit down 

ʔoʔʔo ʔo ʔʔɵ  oh-oh batˤa:tˤa tæ  ttæːh potato 

     hajdi ħaːddɛ h this 

     haːti hittʰɛːh give me 

     kitti ʔ tt i   h kitty 

     teːta  ett ʰæ h grandma 

     lili lli  lli  h Lili (PN) 

     lilli#bebe#lilli b  lle ː h Lili bebe 

     ʃo ola    ɵllæ  chocolat 

     hɛloʊ hæ ll  ʊ hello 

      aɾja  b ɪjjæ ːh Marjam 

     dawa d ɐ  ʊʋæ h medicine 

     bɾaː  o b  æ   ɵːh bravo 

      eː e   e  ɛ ħ sleep! 

      a  iː lə ɛː  ɪ   h food 

multisyllabic/across word boundary multisyllabic/across word boundary 

ʔɪjjaʔɪjjaʔoː ʔɪ   ʔ jɐ ʔʔɔ h song  o  jutǝɾ ʔ tʉ ttɛ ː  computer 

     bɪs oːte ʔ   ˀo  ɪ  t ɛ  ː h biscuit 

      a ɑ ̃ ʔæ̃  ɐ ̃ ɐ h̃ maman 

     tele izj  ʔe  i z    h television 

     dɪŋdaŋdoŋ d  ɛ zzɐ ʕ loːh ding dang 

dong 

     ʔɪlʔalo ɪ  lʔæ ll  h the hello 

     laːlo ʔɪllæ lo nickname 

     laːla o   le llæ ː    ʉ h Lala and Po 

      aʔʔaʕ#batˁatˁa  ɐʔʔɐ ʕ t  t  ɐ  t  ɐ  h he dropped 

potato 

      aʔʔaʕte  ɐ ʔʔæ ˤːddi  ː ʰh you dropped 

      ɾaːħ# iti jæ ħᵊ   et  t  ɛ  h Kitty's gone 

Pattern 2: C(C)VV(C) 35%       

with strong/long C1   with strong/long C1   

daħħ d  ɐ h ħ nice ʒiddo ddɐ  grandpa 

dø d   ːh deux taʕa t ɛɐħ come (here) 

t eː    e ʰh two     

ʔeː ʔ e ː h yes     

ʔajj ʔ æ ːjç ouch     

si ssi h si     

ʔeːj ʔ ɛ ː  ɪj ħ  letter A     
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tɾ a        aːh trois     

bi b i    letter B     

ɡoʊ ɡ ɐ  go     

with heavier rhyme/coda   with heavier rhyme/coda   

fɪʃ  eh sː fish bjuːʔaf ʔæ ʰff he stands 

moxx ɣeχχ brain     

 eː  ɪ ̃ l where     

ʔε̃ ʔɐ  ah un     

ʔoː oː   h letter O    

 aː    æːʰ wow!     

hajj hɐʔ this     

 oː      o ː  plum       

Pattern 3: CV(:)CV 12%       

ʔalo ʔælɵ   hello     

nimo   i  ɵ h Nemo     

 ɪle    ːu ɛ  li  ː h eat!       

 

Over the next two sessions Lina’s production of monosyllabic CVC words increases, mostly 

due to her engaging in various games around counting and reciting the letters of the alphabet 

in French and English with her mum. Her disyllabic CVC:V(C) pattern is less prominent 

during those sessions, but interestingly it is the only pattern which shows active adaptations 

on Lina’s part in comparison with the mostly selected words from the monosyllabic and 

disyllabic shapes with medial short C (e.g. /ʔaʕtˁi/ [ʔæʰ ttˢiː] ‘give’; French trois /tɾ a/ 

[ ɐ  jjeh]; chocolat /ʃo ola/ [kollɛ   ɐ ʕ ]). This pattern becomes stronger and more prominent over 

the next two sessions until it makes up 79% of all of Lina’s productions at age 1;9, the 

session immediately prior to her 25wp. Lina is actually very close to the 25wp at age 1;9, as 

in the last session she produces 41 spontaneous different words and has therefore moved 

beyond the first 50 words (she also produces many words in general during the last session, 

four times as many as in the previous session). Words like fish, which previously had 

monosyllabic realisations, now acquire disyllabic forms (1;6 [pɪs] but 1;9 [ ʰɪs  s  ʉ]). Lina also 

starts applying the lengthening pattern to multisyllabic targets (e.g. /tele izj / [de  itte  h] 

‘telly’; /bɪs oːte/ [ʔ   ˀo  ɪ  t ɛ  ː h] ‘biscuit’), multisyllabic realisations of disyllabic targets (e.g. 

/doɾa/ [ʔʊwwɐlɐ  l d z ] ‘Dora’; /laːla/ [  ellɐ l æ h] ‘Lala’), or across word boundaries (e.g. /laʔ 
ma badde/ [ a lla æ   ddi   ː h] ‘no, I don’t want to’; /waʔʔaʕ batˁatˁa/ [wɐʔʔɐ ˤt  t  ɐ  t  ɐ  h] ‘he dropped 

potato’). Therefore, despite the frequency of French and, to a lesser extent, English words in 

Lina’s vocabulary, her disyllabic pattern with a medial geminate has become as strong as 

Martin’s by the 25wp. This may be due to the lengthening of many medial consonants in 

French words by adults in the community. Of the monosyllabic words that Lina produces in 

that last session a large proportion (55%) now have a long or strong/heavy first consonant 

(e.g. /ʒiddo/ [ddɐ ] ‘grandpa’; /daħħ/ [d  ɐ h ħ] ‘nice’; French si /si/ [ssi h]), perhaps showing 

influence from the disyllabic geminate pattern. The same applies to more than half of the 

disyllabic shapes with short medial consonants (e.g. /nimo/ [  i  ɵ h] ‘Nemo’; /laːlo/ [l ɐle] 

‘nickname for Elias’). The remaining monosyllabic and disyllabic productions are mostly 

selected and largely accurate. 
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14.6 Summary and discussion 

This study looked at early production patterns in five Lebanese-speaking children between 

the beginning and end of the one-word-stage. The aim was to provide new data on early word 

shapes in Lebanese Arabic and to look for patterns in the children’s production which may be 

indicative of the templatic behaviour reported in other languages. In terms of word shapes, 

we predicted that children’s early words would show the influence of the frequent disyllables 

with medial gemination that are common in Arabic and that medial and final consonants 

would be acquired early, leading to the early emergence of relatively complex syllable 

structures. In terms of templatic behaviour, we predicted that disyllabic shapes with medial 

long consonants would dominate children’s preferred patterns and lead to adaptations of other 

word shapes to the CVC:V(C) shape; moreover, given that template patterns are influenced 

by language exposure and the child’s individual experience with early words, we predicted 

that individual differences and the children’s varying exposure to English and French would 

also play a role in how early these patterns would appear and how systematic their 

productions would be. The findings support our predictions and highlight the special role of 

phonological length in Arabic in the child’s acquisition of lengthening as a suprasegmental 

feature and the children’s tendency to over-generalise this feature before achieving target-like 

production. Below we revisit some of these findings and discuss their implications for the 

relationship between accuracy and phonological advance. 

 

14.6.1 The prevalence of disyllabic structures from an early age 

The data presented here support the rich and minimally bimoraic word shapes in the Arabic 

language (Broselow, 1992; McCarthy & Prince, 1986; 1990; Watson, 2002) are exhibited in 

Arabic-speaking children’s early word production. Furthermore, the difference in the 

distribution of word shapes from the three languages targeted by the children (Fig. 14.1) 

provides an insight into how the prosodic shapes of early words vary across languages. While 

the Arabic and French words targeted were mostly disyllabic, the majority of English words 

targeted were monosyllabic with codas. As a group the children produced Arabic the most, 

followed by English and then French. Disyllables were therefore targeted the most, and 

monosyllabic and multisyllabic words were often adapted to the disyllabic shapes. The 

children also frequently produced a filler syllable at the beginning of the word (Peters, 2001), 

which increased the percept of multisyllabic production. The use of initial filler vowels or 

syllables by children as a speech initiation strategy is not uncommon (see, for instance, Si’s 

data in Macken, 1979). In this study, the most common filler used by the children was a CV 

syllable consisting of a glottal stop followed by a neutral vowel, but there were other CV 

shapes as well; our impression is that children often used these as a springboard for word 

production, as if to initiate articulation. Another possibility is that the children were 

producing dummy syllables based on the frequent occurrence of the definite article /Ɂal/, 
which assimilates to coronal onset consonants in following nouns (e.g., /Ɂal/ + /ʃams/ is 

realised as [Ɂaʃʃams] ‘the sun’). 

 

The children produce a wide variety of syllable structures from an early age, including 

syllables with final codas. Final consonant deletion, which is common in the production of 

children acquiring English and Spanish (Macken, 1979), was not found to be frequent in the 

production of the Arabic-speaking children in this study. In fact, these children were more 

likely to add final codas to words which would otherwise end in vowels than to delete them. 

These results therefore agree with other acquisition studies which have suggested that Arabic-
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speaking children acquire a range of complex syllable shapes from an early age (e.g. Abdoh, 

2011; Ammar, 2002).  

 

14.6.2 The role of gemination in phonological advance 

As a group, the children both target and produce more disyllables with geminate/long 

consonants than any other word shapes. Further work on the frequency distributions of word 

shapes in the adult language is needed, but the sparse literature on Arabic phonology suggests 

that ˈCVC:V(C) is a frequent and productive pattern in the language, being used in both 

nouns and form II verbs (Watson, 2002). A large part of the CVC:V(C) realisations were also 

adaptations of a ˈCV:CV(C) target, with the children shifting length from the preceding vowel 

to the medial consonant (e.g. /baːba/ realised as [babbah] ‘daddy’). Lengthening was often 

applied to more than one segment in a word and was also variable. As Macken (1979: 29) 

points out, when words are treated as prosodic units the child may freely swap features within 

the unit, the feature being swapped here being segment length. Initial consonants were also 

occasionally preceded by filler syllables, which turned the original initial consonant to a 

medial one that was then lengthened (e.g. French dodo /dodo/ ‘night night’ realised as 

[ʔɪ   d̃ˈdɵːɪdd  ːh]).  

 

While the prosodic CVC:V(C) shape was consistent target that the children aimed for or 

adapted words to, their production of the segmental material in each word was quite variable, 

as evidenced by analysis of several repetitions of the same word. On the whole, initial 

consonants varied more than medial ones and were more often reduced, but interestingly 

there was hardly any case of the initial consonant deletion that is often reported for languages 

with medial geminates, where the geminate position diverts the child’s attention to the medial 

consonant (Bhaya Nair 1991; Savinainen-Makkonen 2007; Vihman and Velleman 2000; 

Vihman and Vihman 2011). So while the children’s higher accuracy for medial consonants 

and codas chimes in with findings on other Arabic dialects (e.g. Amayreh and Dyson 1998; 

Dyson and Amayreh 2000; Shahin 2003) and other languages (e.g. Bhaya Nair, 1991; 

Szreder, this volume), the importance of onsets in the phonological structure of Arabic words 

may have played a role in the maintenance of onset consonants by the children, even if their 

realisation was more variable. 

 

Although the children were on the whole more accurate in their segmental productions 

towards the end of the 25wp, their realisation of phonological length became less accurate as 

they adapted more words to the geminate template (e.g. Figure 14.10, Table 14.4). This 

coincided with their vocabulary showing a quantum leap in terms of word types and/or tokens 

(Table 14.2). Apart from the children becoming more systematic in their production of the 
CVC:V(C) pattern, two factors contributed to the increased production of medial long 

consonants: a) targetting of medial codas, which were often assimilated to the following 

consonant (e.g. /xamse/ five realised as [  sɐzzɛh]) and b) the emergence or, for some 

children, increase in the production of multisyllabic words, in which one or more medial 

consonants were lengthened in the same way as disyllables. We hypothesise that this U-

shaped curve or decrease in accuracy, which is often reported in other studies, is the 

children’s way of using a well-practiced and articulatorily accessible production routine, the 

CVC:V(C) shape, to aid them in aiming for and learning new and longer or more challenging 

words. The result was less accuracy in achieving target phonological length in the later 

recordings due to overuse of the medial long consonant pattern, even as children’s phonetic 

and phonological inventories were starting to look more adult-like.  
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As Savinainen-Makkonen (2007) observes for Finnish children, we think that Lebanese-

speaking children use the CVC:V(C) prosodic shape as an anchor to practice new words and 

adapt them if their target form does not fit that shape. The outcome may not resemble the 

patterns found in the adult phonology, but it is a sign of the children being actively involved 

in ‘doing phonology’; this is evident both in the way that the children select groups of words 

that match the phonological structures that they hear in the input and that they are able to 

produce, and the way they adapt other words to fit the prosodic shape that they are familiar 

with producing. This comes at a time when the children have more articulatory control and a 

richer consonant inventory, and therefore have less maturation-related reasons to lengthen 

target singleton consonants. Given that two of the three children whose individual data we 

looked at here show regression in accuracy in terms of the realisation of phonological length 

towards the end of the 25wp, this calls into question whether their earlier sessions with target-

like length show ‘true’ acquisition of the singleton-geminate contrast. We suspect that the 

early accuracy might reflect an item-learning phase when the link between singleton and 

geminate consonants has not yet been acquired. In the later recordings, the children’s overuse 

of long durations suggests their growing attention to this salient phonetic and phonological 

characteristic of Arabic and their application of length as an active process in the production 

and learning of new words. We predict that the return to accuracy in the realisation of 

consonant length, which is to be expected in the third year of life – once templatic behaviour 

has receded and the children’s productions are more adult-like, will represent ‘real’ 

acquisition of gemination.  

 

14.6.3 Individual differences 

As part of normal variation of language and linguistic use within Beirut, the data reported 

here show varying use of words from English and French across the five children, and this 

contributed to the individual differences that were evident in both their segmental 

development and their early word shapes (though only the latter was dealt with in detail in 

this paper); it also made a difference to whether or not the children showed any systematic 

patterns in the early recordings. For instance, one reason Martin appeared to be the most 

systematic from the start is because he targeted a higher proportion of Arabic words than any 

of the other children, and many of these were disyllabic. This, together with his frequent use 

of consonant harmony and over-reliance on the medial geminate pattern, made his 

productions look very systematic and template-like from the earliest recordings, when 

typically there are not enough productions for any patterns to stand out. The prevalence of 

consonant harmony and medial lengthening in the later recordings, at an age when his 

consonant inventory was expanding and he was beginning to produce multisyllabic words, 

cemented the conclusion that the C1VC:1V pattern is a preferred shape for Martin rather than 

the consequence of articulatory constraints and/or a small consonant inventory. This early 

systematicity was not found for the other children and confirms findings elsewhere that not 

all children apply consonant harmony as an active phonological process (Macken 1979; 

Vihman 1978).  

 

Rama, on the other hand, targeted more English words from the start than Martin or Lina and, 

as a result, produced many more monosyllabic structures than the other children. This, added 

to the fact that her productions were generally accurate and that she did not reach the 4wp till 

relatively late, made it more challenging to capture a systematic stage for her before her 

productions became target-like. Within her monosyllabic productions, a weak pattern for 

final glides could be pinpointed in the later sessions, similar to what has been reported for 

English children in final position in monosyllables and in medial position in disyllables (e.g. 
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Priestly 1977; Vihman et al 1994). The monosyllabic shape remains the preferred one for 

Rama and constitutes 40% of her productions at the 25wp, but what is interesting is that it 

consists more of selected than adapted words. Her disyllabic medial long consonant pattern, 

on the other hand, is in decline in the last session (constituting 20% of her productions) but 

shows more adaptation than selection, suggesting that even for a child like Rama, who 

produces more monosyllables, templatic behaviour is evident in her disyllabic productions. 

 

Lina’s profile too can be partly linked to her language exposure/use, with around half of her 

productions consisting of Arabic utterances, followed by French and then English. With 

French having frequent disyllables like Arabic, Lina’s productions were, as expected, mostly 

disyllabic; but while the disyllabic shape with a medial long consonant emerged as the most 

frequent pattern in the early recordings, it was not as systematic as what was found in 

Martin’s data, and Lina still produced many monosyllabic and disyllabic words with 

singleton consonants. Out of the datasets presented in detail here, Lina’s longitudinal data 

provide the best example of a decrease in accuracy as a result of the application of a templatic 

pattern in the later sessions. Following the early sessions in which the disyllabic CVC:V(C) 

pattern was frequent in Lina’s productions, her middle sessions were more accurate and more 

diverse in terms of the word shapes produced, with many fairly accurate monosyllabic 

productions. Towards the 25wp, however, the CVC:V(C) pattern again became more 

prominent, with many adaptations and a decrease in accuracy (for example, the decrease in 

accuracy in the production of fish), just as her vocabulary was rapidly expanding. We see a 

qualitative difference between the apparent systematicity of the early sessions, where Lina’s 

lexicon is still small, and the later more active application of the medial geminate pattern, at a 

time when articulatory control is more advanced. More research is needed to look at 

individual differences in preferred word shapes and how their patterns evolve over time 

within a group of children with comparable language exposure. 

 

14.7 Conclusion 

This study is the first detailed investigation of Lebanese Arabic children’s early word patterns 

with a focus on the transition that the child makes from the item-based production of the first 

few words towards more generalized learning and phonological systematicity. This is 

achieved both in the way children gradually move towards adult-like word shapes and 

segmental productions and in the way they form their own generalisations about word shapes 

and apply these to new incoming words so that, for a short time, their accuracy may decrease. 

The children in this study all produced many disyllabic word shapes with medial long 

consonants due to their frequency in the adult input. However, their individual preference for 

this pattern varied across sessions and between children, depending on the frequency with 

which they heard and produced other languages and on their individual preferences. 

Differences were also present in their segmental inventories and the degree to which they 

applied early developmental patterns such as consonant harmony. Despite the prevalence of 

onsets in the children’s productions, syllables with heavy rhymes or codas were produced 

from an early age, and the children were more accurate in their production of medial than 

initial consonant position. Their data therefore adds to the growing number of studies on 

languages with quantitative contrasts that challenge the universal attention to initial 

consonants that is sometimes implied. Medial gemination was used by the children as an 

active process that enabled them to select words with a familiar rhythmic shape and to adapt 

other words to that shape. In the later stages of development, this was extended to 

multisyllabic word production.  
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Gemination has not received much attention in the literature on Arabic acquisition despite its 

high functional load and the discrepancy between the phonetic and phonological challenge 

involved in its acquisition. This study therefore constitutes a first step towards offering a 

detailed account of the acquisition of gemination in Lebanese Arabic. Current work is 

looking at the acoustic indices for gemination both in adult and child production in order to 

better understand the process by which children acquire the singleton-geminate contrast; data 

from later sessions are also being analysed in order to explore the influence of morphosyntax 

on the acquisition of this contrast. 
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